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ABSTRACT:  As software continues to evolve, software systems increase in complexity. With software systems 
composed of many distinct but interacting components, today’s system programmers, users, and 
administrators find themselves requiring automated ways to find, understand, and handle system misbehavior. 

In this thesis, I focus on enabling practical entire-system retroactive analysis, allowing programmers, users, and 
system administrators to diagnose and understand the impact of these devastating mishaps. I focus primarily 
on two techniques. First, I discuss a novel deterministic record, and replay system which enables fast, practical 
recollection of entire systems of computer state. Second, I discuss optimistic hybrid analysis, a novel 
optimization method capable of dramatically accelerating retroactive program analysis.
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Record and replay systems greatly aid in solving a variety of problems, such as fault tolerance, forensic analysis, 
and information providence. These solutions, however, assume ubiquitous recording of any application which 
may have a problem. I present Arnold, a novel record and replay system which efficiently records and replays 
years of computation on a commodity hard-drive. Arnold combines caching with a unique process-group 
granularity of recording to produce both small, and quickly recalled recordings. My experiments show that 
under a desktop workload, Arnold could store 4 years of computation on a commodity 4TB hard drive.

I also present a new dynamic analysis methodology called optimistic hybrid analysis (OHA). OHA uses 
knowledge of the past to predict program behaviors in the future. I demonstrate the effectiveness of OHA by 
creating an optimistic hybrid backward slicer, OptSlice, and optimistic data-race detector OptFT. OptSlice and 
OptFT are just as accurate as their traditional hybrid counterparts, but run on average 8.3x and 1.6x faster 
respectively.

In this thesis, I demonstrate that Arnold’s ability to record and replay entire computer systems, combined with 
optimistic hybrid analysis’s ability to quickly analyze prior computation, enable a practical and useful entire 
system retroactive analysis that has been previously unrealized.




